Abstract-In order to investigate the principles of a wire walker who maintains balance by rotating or moving a pole left and right, a novel single wheel robot that can runs on a flexible wire was designed and its dynamics was studied. The robot features a couple of parallel swinging arms and a rotational pole. Under the precondition of pure rolling of the single wheel that runs on a flexible wire, a dynamical model for the system was developed by use of Lagrange equation. The results illustrated that the robot was an under-actuated system consisting of seven DOF (degree of freedom) and there was three driving-torque inputs in the system. By using the model, an inverse dynamics simulation of balanced moving was performed, and through the comparisons of the amount of driving work and system's energy, the results of the model analysis was testified.
INTRODUCTION
Wire-walking robots are commonly denoted the kind of mobile mechanical systems that can imitate a human walker running above a tight wire by rolling a pole up and down or moving a translational mass left and right to keep balance. In recent years, mechanism designing and system modeling are two attractive topics in wire-walking robot research. For example, in [1] , Zhou etc. proposed a two wheels wirewalking robot inspiring by the principle of gyroscopic stability. And in [2] - [6] , Lu etc. presented a wire-walking robot with a rotating pole. Moreover, in [3] , Lu developed a dynamical model by use of Lagrange equations and discussed the balance controller for the system. In [7] - [8] , Guo etc. suggested a wire-walking robot that featured a rotational pole and a translational pole. As an extension, dynamical model based on Lagrange equations and balanced controllers for the robot system are also under the consideration in [8] . Accounting for the manners of that a human wire-walker, the wire-walking robot proposed in [7] - [8] can approximately imitated the balance regulating activities of a real human walker, but its translational pole is driven by a parallelogram mechanism that is rotating about a horizontal axis, thus there may be some difference to a vertically swing arms of a real wire-walker. Moreover, the rotational pole and the translational pole in [7] - [8] are structural independent for each other, which should be a lot of difference to a real human wire-walker. In addition, in the presented researches, most of the work concerning on modelling a wire-walking robot by neglecting the flexibility of the support wire, so their model's accuracy would be insufficient when the system's dynamical analysis is performed.
For investigating the principle of a real human wirewalker more effectively, a novel wire-walker with two swing-arms and a rotational pole is proposed in this paper. The skeletons of the paper is as following: at the beginning, the mechanism of the proposed wire-walking robot is demonstrated in detail; and next, a dynamical model for the system is developed; at the end, considering the real situation that the robot walker was running on a flexible wire, a numerical simulation about the inverse dynamics was then performed to testify the effectiveness of the proposed model.
II. GENERAL SCHEME
In [7] ~ [8] , a parallelogram mechanism was exploited in the wire-walking robot to achieve the function of the two arms of a real human wire-walker. However, as mentioned above, due to the parallelogram mechanism rotating about a horizontal axis, it is a little difference to a vertically swing arms of a human wire-walker, hence in this paper, an kind of innovated parallel swinging arms that can rotate about a vertical axis was then seriously under consideration.
A. Mechanical Structure
The considering wire-walking robot consists of five parts, that is, a supporting frame, a running wheel, two swinging arms, a link pole and a rotational pole. Figure. 1~Figure. 2 is the detail mechanism of the system. swing-arm 摆臂 running wheel pole frame vertical axis FIGURE I. PRINCIPLE PROTOTYPE OF THE WIRE-WALKING ROBOT As seen in Figure 1~Figure 2, a single running wheel was set at the bottom of the robot to imitate the action of a human walker in single leg supporting phase. There a V groove was engraved on the circular outline of the wheel, therefore the supporting wire can be insert into groove to avoid the robot slipping out of the wire. Two swinging arms horizontally mounted on the robot's frame, which served as a wirewalker's vertically swing arms. A rotational pole was set at the end of the two arms, which served as the balanced long pole of the real wire-walker. In addition, the swinging arms, the rotational pole and the running wheel are all driven by their individual motor.
B. Working Principle
The working principle of the proposed wire-walking robot can be summarized as follow:
When the COM (center of mass) of the robot drifts right or left, the robot would drive the rotational pole to rotate in the direction of drifting of the COM to shift it. Simultaneously, the swing arms are also driven to rotate vertically to the opposite side of the drifting of the COM, and finally as a reaction, the COM of the robot then returns to the equilibrium position.
Similarly, when the COM of the robot drifts forward or backward, the robot would accelerate or decelerate its wheel in the direction of the drifting of the COM to shift it. Through this regulation, the COM of the robot would turn back balance.
III. DYNAMICAL MODEL
In this section, a dynamical model for the robot system is developed by using Lagrange equation.
A. Coordination Settings
Let the supporting frame be denoted as 1 B , the single wheel as 2 B , the swinging arms as 3 B , the link pole as 4 B and the rotational pole as 5 B . The coordinates settings of the robot are showed in Figure. O − e e e {0}is the global coordinate system fixed on the ground;
O − e e e {1} is the coordinate system of 1 B and its origin is the geometric center of 2 B ;
O − e e e {2}is the coordinate system of 2 B and its origin is the same as{1}
O − e e e {3} is the coordinate system of 3 B and the origin locates at center of the two arms.
O − e e e {4} is the coordinate system of 4 B and the origin locates at its geometric center.
O − e e e {5} is the coordinate system of 4 B and the origin locates at its geometric center.
B. Kinetic Model
Supposing the situation that the wire-walking robot ran on a flexible wire without any slipping and there was no twist on the wire, then the angular velocity of 1 B can be represented as: (1) (1)
B rotates about 1 B , angular velocity of 2 B can be calculated as: (1) (1) 
where 5 q  is the angular rate of 3 B .
The two swing arms and the link pole form a parallelogram mechanism, so its angular velocity satisfies: (4) (1)
Moreover, 5 B about 4 B , so its angular velocity can be: 
~ (7) where r denotes the radius of the running wheel.
Supposing the first time derivatives of (5)~ (7) were taken, then the following expression would be get ( ) 
Let the velocity of the COM of 4 B be
Considering the principle of the relative motion, the velocities of the COM of 1 B , 3 B , 4 B and 5 B can be calculated as:
where
C. Kinetic Energy and Potential Energy
Considering the former derived
), then the kinetic energy of the system can be calculated as:
represents the inertial matric (mass matrix) of i B ( 1, 2, ,5 i =  ), respectively. Let the wire's length be denoted as l , then the elongation of the flexible wire can be represented as:
Considering the height of the integrated COM of 1 B and i B ( 3, 4,5 i = ) in{1} , it is clear that:
) is the position vector of point P in{ } j .
With (17)and(19), the potential energy of the system can be calculated as:
where k denotes the stiffness coefficient of the wire, g denotes the acceleration constant of the gravity.
D. Dynamical Model
Considering the form of Lagrange equation:
where q σ are the generalized coordinates of the system; σ τ is the th σ driving force, and then substituting (16) and (20) into (21), finally the system's dynamics can be get as:
where 7 7 ( ) × ∈ ℜ D q , 7 7 ( , )
( ) × ∈ ℜ G q denotes the inertia, the centripetal-Coriolis, and the gravity terms; Equation (22) shows the wire-walking robot is an underactuated system with seven independent velocities, and here the displacements ( P y , P z ) of the geometric center of point P , and the roll angle( 2 q ) and the pitch angle ( 3 q )of 1 B are all under-actuated. Equation (22) also shows that there are three driving torque inputs on i q ( 4,5, 6 i = ), so the robot can regulate the control-force i τ ( 4,5, 6 i = ) to achieve the balanced motion.
IV. INVERSE DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS
Subsequently, inverse dynamics simulations of the balanced motion for the robot was performed. Table Ⅰ shows the physical parameters of the robot system which would be used in the simulations. The simulation is perform with three steps.


Step 1: trajectory planning
The trajectory of the roll angle and pitch angle of 1 B was set as following: 

Step 2: motion state calculating
Considering the first four items of the dynamics that is shown in (22): 
According to (24), the angular rate s  q and the angle s q can be get by the numerical time integration.
Step 3: driving torque calculating
Considering the later three items of the dynamics in (23), it is obviously that: . Figure 3 shows the desired trajectory of s q in the inverse dynamics simulation. Figure 5 demonstrates the linear velocities of the point P , and the angular rate of 2 B and 5 B . It was worth noting that the curves that were showed in Figure 5 were obtained through the numerical integration of the data in Figure. Figure 6 demonstrates the coordination of the point P and the rotational angle of 2 B and 5 B . Similarly, the curves showed in Figure 6 were obtained through the numerical integration of the data shown in Figure. b)
The rotational angle 
FIGURE VII. THE COMPARISON OF TWO KINDS OF KINETIC ENERGY
The results in Figure. 1~Figure 7 show that the robot can run on the flexible wire, and the maximum torque on 2 B , 3 B and 5 B is less than 350N.m.
Furthermore, compare the difference between the energy increment of the system and the external forces' elementary work, and the results are show in Figure 8 . The difference of the energy increment and the elementary work
FIGURE VIII. THE ENERGY VS THE ELEMENTARY WORK
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As it is seen in Figure 8 , while calculated by use of different variable, the energy increment of the system and the external forces' elementary work are coincident, and their difference is less than 10%. The analysis shows the fact that the dynamical model (22) completely obey the law of conservation of energy, so to a certain extent, the derivations in this paper are reliable.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
One of the work of this paper is that a novel wire-walking robot with swing-arms was designed. The other work is that a dynamical model for the system running on a flexible wire was explored in detail. The results show that the proposed wire-walking robot is an under-actuated system, which consist of seven independent velocities and three drivingtorque inputs. With the inverse dynamics simulation of a balanced running, the mechanism structure scheme of the robot system and the reliability of the dynamical model were validated.
By now in this paper, there are lack of physical experiments that can provide enough supports for the mentioned analysis, so the next work should focus on performing a balanced motion of the robot system.
